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Domino Lab is where data scientists develop models, working 
interactively with their preferred tools and then 
experimenting systematically to rapidly train and tune 
models. An integral component of Domino?s data science 
platform, Lab leverages Domino Compute Grid to provide 
scalable compute and access to any tool via Environment 

Management. Models built in Lab are delivered to production 
in Domino Launchpad, while the Reproducibility Engine 
automatically preserves and organizes the full experimental 
record. Data science and IT leaders can manage activity in 
Lab via Domino Control Center.

The Domino Data Science Platform

Interact ive Workspaces 
allow work with all popular 
tools on any hardware

- DevOps headaches Data science teams spend time 
manually juggling hardware and software infrastructure, 
rather than focusing on developing models with their 
favorite tools.

- Inefficient experimentat ion process Developing models is 
nonlinear and can be hard to track and reproduce. Data         
science teams struggle to track key metrics and the 

complex chain of dependencies underlying each 
experiment. 

- Redundant work Models are rarely the output of a single 
individual, but teams face constant challenges building 
models collaboratively, including orphaned work, missing 
context, and package mismatches.

 Experiment Tracker enables 
parallel experiments and 
meta-data capture

The Reproducibility Engine 
captures all dependencies 
automatically in containers

Lab addresses the three key challenges data science organizat ions face when developing models:

https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/compute-grid/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/compute-grid/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/compute-grid/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/domino-launchpad/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/domino-launchpad/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/p/domino-reproducibility-engine/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/p/domino-reproducibility-engine/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/domino-control-center/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/domino-control-center/
https://www.dominodatalab.com/resources/domino-control-center/
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Domino Lab Features and Benefits
Domino Lab has three key features, integrated into one 
seamless experience:

1. Workspaces provide one-click access to both popular 
open-source tools like Jupyter, RStudio, and Zeppelin, as 
well as  commercial tools such as SAS Studio and H2O 
Driverless AI.

2. Experiment Tracker can run, track, and compare many 
experiments simultaneously to rapidly develop models in 
all popular scripting languages (Python, R, SAS, etc.)

3. Reproducibility Engine automatically captures all 
experiments done in Lab, including their dependencies and 
their results, making it easy to document, share, and build 
on past work.

These key Lab features are supported by our Infrastructure 
Foundation, including Compute Grid, which offers vertical 
and horizontal scaling and access to specialized resources 
such as GPUs, along with Compute Environments, which 
provide flexible, revisioned Docker containers to support 
open-source and proprietary software tools.

Workspaces
Data science teams are often constrained to a few centrally 
mandated, infrequently updated tools. This leads to frustrated 
data scientists who can?t use the right tool for the job and, 
eventually, an increase in team turnover. Lab natively 
supports popular interactive open-source tools like Jupyter, 
RStudio, and Zeppelin. Lab also provides support for 
commercial IDEs like SAS and H2O Driverless AI. Given Lab?s 
extensible Compute Environments with Docker containers, 
users can rapidly adopt the rich and evolving ecosystem of 
tools and libraries.

- Many tools, one project  Workspaces enable data 
scientists and their collaborators to choose the 
appropriate tool for the problem at hand. One user may 
prefer RStudio for tuning models, while another user 
prefers Jupyter for EDA. If users want to automate pieces 
of the lifecycle, they can use automation tools such as 
DataRobot and H2O Driverless, all within the platform.  

- Context preservat ion Lab supports midsession syncing 
in an Interactive Workspace (e.g., Jupyter or RStudio) to 
mark the state of a project at key milestones. These 
milestones can have a commit message preserved and 
indexed for later search by the model builder or future 
collaborators. 

  

- Hardware flexibility In addition to using their tool of 
choice, users can configure Workspaces to work on the 
hardware most appropriate for the task at hand. Teams 
can easily scale up to larger machines or utilize 
specialized hardware like GPUs. Domino suggests which 
tiers have availability, offers configurable cost 
transparency, and automatically spins down machines to 
maximize cost efficiency.  

 

 

http://www.dominodatalab.com
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Experiment Tracker

The Lab lets you execute, track, and measure programmatic 
experiments like an automated lab notebook. There is support 
for Python, R, SAS, MATLAB, and many other scripting 
languages on a single, revisioned set of files. Teams composed 
of data scientists with different backgrounds can all track and 
compare their results, allowing seamless coordination 
between one language (e.g., SAS) and another (e.g., R).

- Run many experiments in parallel Often data scientists 
want to try multiple? or even dozens? of experiments 
simultaneously to see what combination of features and 
parameters performs best. The Lab allows users to scale 
their work ?horizontally? by kicking off many experiments 
at once and tracking all of the key results simultaneously. 
IT can configure limits on each tier depending on the 
team?s evolving needs, and Lab provides reporting to track 
usage costs. These experiments can also be initiated via 
Domino?s CLI or platform APIs.

'''

- Domino stats Data science projects are often open-ended 
and involve significant trial and error. Many users ignore 
the difficult after-the-fact documentation such projects 
create, even though this means they lose out on past 
progress. Experiment Tracker acts as a modern lab 
notebook that supports the automated tracking of key 
results generated during batch experiments. All that is 
required is that the results are written to a 
dominostats.json file, which is detected and rendered in 
the UI. For example, a team may track the r-squared of 
model variations over time.

 

Leading data science teams extract these key metrics via our 
platform API and perform ?meta-analysis.? For example, teams 
can render each experiment?s key metrics visually to see how 
model performance has evolved over time. One hedge fund 
uses this feature to showcase the incremental lift new models 
provide to the aggregate investment portfolio based on 
weekly backtests.

- Experiment comparison In the process of dozens of 
experiments, the ability to easily compare results allows 
users to understand meaningful changes and preserve 
insights. The Lab allows data scientists and any 
collaborators they invite to their projects to compare two 
results side-by-side and then leave comments. 

http://www.dominodatalab.com
https://dominodatalab.github.io/api-docs/
https://dominodatalab.github.io/api-docs/
https://support.dominodatalab.com/hc/en-us/articles/204348169-Run-Diagnostic-Statistics
https://support.dominodatalab.com/hc/en-us/articles/204348169-Run-Diagnostic-Statistics
https://support.dominodatalab.com/hc/en-us/articles/204348169-Run-Diagnostic-Statistics


Reproducibility Engine

The Lab leverages our patent-pending Reproducibility 
Engine to automatically keep track of the relevant 
components of every ongoing project. The full history of a 
model encompasses every version of the data, packages, 
code, and parameters used to develop that model, in 
addition to the results and any subsequent discussion. The 
system automatically persists the state of the files, the 
hardware used to execute the experiment, exact software 
versions and drivers, dependencies (e.g., imported repos), 
and results of the experiment. 

For data science teams, this dramatically reduces the need 
for post hoc documentation. For collaborators, the series of 
these snapshots provides rich context rather than requiring 
them to forensically reconstruct what happened months 
earlier.

In addition to the Reproducibility Engine, Domino has tightly 
woven collaboration capabilit ies throughout Lab, sparking 
more idea sharing and reducing redundant work amongst 
data science teams. For more details on these features, see 
our Reproducibility Engine and Collaboration tech briefs.

- Import/Export Projects The Lab supports the import of 
key modular components from one project, such as 
datasets or helpful packaged code utilit ies (e.g., 
backtesting tools or standard sensitivity analyses), into 
other projects to save time and disseminate best 
practices. Downstream consumers can then use the 
latest version of components or specific releases 
determined by the owner.

- Git  Integrat ion Lab is also open to how data science 
teams prefer to store and version their code? some are 
100% Git, while others use manual file-naming 
conventions, and some have no established system at all. 
The Lab integrates with popular tools like GitHub while 
also allowing other users to version files directly in 
Domino. Different data scientists can work as they 
prefer, ensuring tool siloes don?t limit work collaboration 
and throughput.

Conclusion

The Lab accelerates research for data science organizations 
by eliminating DevOps headaches, reducing knowledge 
management burdens, and fostering collaboration across all 
types of data scientists. By allowing users to access their 
preferred tools and reducing the collaboration and 
experiment tracking burdens, users naturally gravitate 
towards the platform. As more activity moves on platform, 
all users benefit from the additional work that becomes 
accessible and managers can more easily coach their teams. 
The Lab creates an end result of accelerating throughput 
and delivers greater business value with more efficiency.

About Domino 

Domino Data Lab provides an open data science platform to 
help companies run their business on models. Model-driven 
companies like Allstate, Instacart, Dell, and Bayer use 
Domino to accelerate breakthrough research, increase 
collaboration, and rapidly deliver high-impact models. 
Founded in 2013 and based in San Francisco, Domino is 
backed by Sequoia Capital, Coatue, Bloomberg Beta, and 
Zetta Venture Partners. To learn more, visit 
dominodatalab.com. 
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